
Solve Current - Deferred Debt Service 

(Back Loaded Bonds) 

  
Once you have entered all current bond issue data on the Input Screens, you can use the “Calculate” Menu option and 

the “Solve Current for Bond Maturity Amounts” (a.k.a. “Solve Current”) sub-menu option to have Micromuni Debt 

determine the bond principal amounts for each maturity. When you select the “Solve Current” menu option, Micromuni 

Debt displays a sequence of sub-menus for you to select the type of solution you want.  

Note:  This is for the Current Issue only and does not take into consideration any prior debt service that may or may not 

be loaded into the prior workspace. That information is available via the “Solve Current – Wraparound Prior Debt Service” 

under the Calculate menu. 

 

 

Deferred Debt Service – (Back Loaded Bonds) 

In a Deferred solution, early payments (the total debt service for the fiscal periods) are as small as possible (usually 

interest only) and the final payments are the maximum allowable debt service amount. No payment is higher than the 

maximum debt service. The payments are weighted toward the last debt service years, and the issue is paid off in the 

maximum amount of time. This type of bond solution is sometimes referred to as "back-loading" the bonds. If the full 

par amount of bonds cannot be paid off, the solution will pay as much as it can. Micromuni Debt uses bond data on the 

“General Bond Information” and “Amounts, Coupons, Yields, Prices” Input Screens for this type of solution. 

Note:  Micromuni Debt will use the Max Debt Service constraint on input screen “Amount, Coupons, Yields, Prices” to 

ensure the solution does not exceed this maximum amount.  In our example, the maximum debt service constraint was 

set to $2,500,000 for each fiscal period.  Different maximum debt service constraints can be entered for each maturity. 

Micromuni Debt will then determine the bond maturity amounts and display the bond debt service report. 



 


